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The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe 
Reading Questions  

The following reading questions will help you notice important aspects of your reading.  The 
application questions will help you connect your reading to your own life. 

Chapters 1-5 

Lucy Comes to Narnia 

1. What does Lucy first see when she enters Narnia? 

2. What does Mr. Tumnus try to do to Lucy?  How does Lucy find out? 

3. What does Mr. Tumnus tell Lucy about the White Witch?  Why does an eternal winter fit the 

witch’s character? 

Edmund the Spiteful 

4. What kind of person is Edmund from the beginning of the story? 

5. What kind of apology does Edmund give Lucy when he ends up in Narnia? 

6. How does Edmund show his foolishness when he meets the White Witch? 
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7. What does Edmund do to reveal his true nastiness--and to show that his encounter with the 

Witch has not edified him in the least? 

Professor Kirke 

8. What surprising things does the Professor say to Peter and Susan? 

Chapters 6-9 

Tests of the Heart 

9. What kind of apology does Peter give Lucy when the children get to Narnia? 

10. What does Peter say when he learns about Edmund’s lie?  How does Edmund respond? 

11. How does Peter know whom to trust in Narnia? 

12. How do the children respond when Mr. Beaver mentions that Aslan is on the move? 

Poetic Prophecies 

13. Who is Aslan, according to Mr. Beaver?  What is prophesied about Aslan and the end of 

winter? 
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14. Is Aslan safe?  Is Jesus safe? 

15. What part do the children play in the ending of winter?  Why is the Witch so interested in the 

children? 

16. What does Mr. Beaver say about things that look human but aren’t? 

Prince Edmund 

17. Why does Edmund not enjoy the fish dinner at the Beavers’? 

18. Does Edmund still think the Witch is good?  Why or why not? 

Chapters 10-13 

The Coming of Spring 

19. What is the first sign of the Witch’s power breaking up?  How do the children feel when they 

see Father Christmas? 

20. Imagine what the children would see when they see Father Christmas.  What colors are 

dominant?  Why might this be important? 
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21. What does the Witch accuse the animals of when she interrupts their feast?  Why does she 

really not like Christmas?   

22. How does Edmund feel when the Witch turns the animals to stone?  How does he feel when 

he realizes Spring is coming? 

23. How is the coming of Spring with Aslan’s arrival in Narnia similar to Jesus’ miracles when he 

begins his ministry? 

Meeting Aslan 

24. How do the children feel when they first see Aslan?  How do they feel after they hear him 

speak? 

25. What can we learn about bravery from Peter’s fight with Maugrim? 

Deep Magic 

26. How do the Witch and her dwarf escape being captured by Aslan’s rescue party? 

27. How are the children reconciled to Edmund? 
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28. What claim does the Witch have on Edmund? 

Chapters 14-17 

The Death of Aslan 

29. How does Aslan’s mood change after his talk with the Witch?  Why is he so sad? 

30. There are several similarities between the sacrifice of Aslan and the crucifixion of Christ.  

Name some of them. 

31. What do Lucy and Susan wipe off of Aslan’s face?  What color is the sky when the Stone Table 

cracks? 

Death Works Backward 

32. What deeper magic betrays the witch?  Why does Aslan romp with the girls? 

33. How else does Death start working backward when Aslan arrives at the Witch’s castle? 

34. How is the Witch finally defeated and killed?  How is Edmund (and all the other wounded) 

healed? 
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Crowns and Celebration 

35. How does Narnia celebrate their victory over the Witch and winter? 

36. What lesson about obedience can we learn from Edmund? 

Application for The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe   

Reread the Jupiter section of Lewis’s poem “The Planets”.  Then answer these questions. 

1. How does Lewis use this description of Jupiter to create the atmosphere of The Lion, the 

Witch, and the Wardrobe? 
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2. What does Lewis teach us about Christ in this novel?  How does he use the symbolism, 

attributes, and influences of Jupiter to teach these things? 
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3. What are the two most important things you learned from reading this book?  What must you 

do or think differently, now that you’ve read it?
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